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BOOK REVIEW: LEADERS: THEIR
STORIES, THEIR WORDS.
CONVERSATIONS WITH HUMANBASED LEADERS™
Review by Patricia Barbato
Leaders: Their Stories, Their Words by Donna
Karlin, a certified empowerment coach and
a pioneer in the practice of Shadow
Coaching™, is a compilation of twelve
interviews between Donna Karlin and what
she describes as “human-based” leaders.
Karlin, who is also a member of the Peer
Resources Network, describes human-based
leaders as leading from a perspective of
caring and stewardship, versus one of
power. They embrace people, recognize
their talents, fundamentally desire to see
others succeed in their own right, and earn
the loyalty and respect of those working
with them. These are leaders who speak for
basic human rights, including the dignity,
respect and well-being of all people.
All the interviews in the book are enjoyable,
some resonating more than others. I
particularly liked the interview with Frank
McKenna, a Canadian business man, former
politician and diplomat. A few of his
comments really stuck with me. First, his
advice to young people: “If you’re ambitious
and persistent enough, you can do anything.
Just never give up.”
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Second, his advice of “Don’t let people get
away easy. If you set the bar high for
yourself, set it high for other people. You’d
be surprised at how many people will strive
to get over that bar.” Each interview has a
quality of informality and candidness. You
feel as if you are sitting with the person
chatting over a cup of coﬀee.
Another interesting tidbit is that there is
only one female interviewee in the book.
This was not from lack of trying. Apparently,
the men were very willing to be interviewed
but most of the women declined as they
were concerned about being associated
with human-based leadership—that this
might negatively impact how they are
perceived. This contrast between men and
women is a topic likely worth an entire book
of its own.
In a video interview of Donna Karlin, she
states that writing this book was a project
that she fell in love with as she was doing it.
Her passion for the book shines through in
each interview. You can actually feel the
author’s passion, interest and enthusiasm for
her subjects.
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The book is somewhat unstructured, but a
Here’s what Donna Karlin had to say about
fascinating collection of wisdom from a
Trish Barbato’s review of her book:
wide range of leaders. There is a nugget or
It's fabulous for me to see how everyone
two in each interview. In her video
who reviewed the book came away with
interview, she makes the statement that
a 'favourite'. Every time I read the book, I
people are craving human-based leadership.
come away with a new lesson or lessons
I wholeheartedly agree. The world is ready
learned. For example, if you take the
for leaders to be their true, authentic selves.
FLiTE Team members, these are young
men and women who 'get it'. They are
About the Review Author
experiencing Human-Based leadership
Patricia (Trish) Barbato is a Peer Resources
and are looking at ways of honing their
Network member and Founder
leadership style accordingly. Are we
and President of Inspire Your
paying enough attention to how we're
Career. Trish has been a mentor
leading the next wave of leaders to be so
to hundreds of people on both
they learn by example?
a formal and informal basis in
In these leaders' words, we're
addition to being the President
encouraged, cautioned, inspired and
and CEO of a major healthcare
enlightened. What do we have to do
organization. (This review was
diﬀerently? What can we do better, for
completed in exchange for receiving Donna
ourselves and for others?
Karlin's book at no cost from Peer
I look forward to hearing other Peer
Resources.)
Resources Network members' opinions
and answers. May the conversation
Donna Karlin’s Review Reaction
continue.
When PRN members complete a review, we
typically send a copy to the book’s author or (Donna can be contacted by email via:
donnakarlin@abetterperspective.com. Learn
publisher for comment or reaction. If the
more about the book and Donna at:
author or publisher is willing, we include
www.leaderstheirstoriestheirwords.com
their comments with the published review.

“Lotta self-help tapes out there. Got one called How to Handle
Disappointment. I got it home, and the box was empty.”
~ Jonathan Droll ~
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